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Abstract
Biometric refers to the identification of individuals based on
physiological or behavioural characteristics. Human iris as
biometric feature gives better advantages over other features
like fingerprint, face, palm etc. This paper proposes a method
to find the pupil and its centroid for proper iris identification.
To find the edge of the image canny edge detection method is
used and find all connected components. From these
components pupil is detected .The centroid of the detected
pupil is chosen as the reference point for extracting the
features of the iris.
Keywords: canny edge detection; Thresholding; Connected
pixels; Manhattan distance; Daugman's theory (key words)

INTRODUCTION
Individual identification based on biometric systems has been
so far increasing for improving the focus on security
throughout the world [18]. Biometrics system provides reliable
identification by examining the physical or behavioural unique
characters of human beings, [18] among all individuals.
Examples are finger print, palm vein, face recognition, iris
recognition, DNA, palm print [18]. Among these the use of the
human iris as a biometric feature offers many advantages over
other features and enough to be used as a biometric signature
[18]
. Iris is a ring like chromatic texture between the black
white colour sclera and central pupil in the human eye [18]. Iris
pattern has complex characteristics which exhibit the iris as an
important, convenient and non-invasive natural identification
means. Iris has epigenetic formation and it is formed part from
the individual DNA [14], but a great deal of its final pattern is
developed at random. [16] This means that the probability of
finding people who have iris patterns which are identical so it
is important to define a representation that is well adapted for
extracting the iris information content from images of the
human eye. In recent years, iris is more being utilized in
identification systems. In historical viewpoint, identification of
individuals using iris was proposed as a reliable biometrics in
1987 by L. Form [2]. After that, based on the 2d Gabor filter

phase quantification and the code identification system
Daugman given Daugman's theory [18][3]. Wildes continue his
theory based on the multiscale Gaussian filter embedded iris
identification system [4]. Boles recommended a method based
on the wavelet transformation of the iris recognition algorithm
[5]
.1-D dyadic[18] wavelet transform in multi resolution levels
are used in iris image analysis, the feature vector of the iris
image was extracted from the wavelet results in Boles and
Boashash’s system [18] [6]. After that based on probabilistic
fuzzy logic method Chung-Chih Tsai [7] given iris
segmentation to identify the local vectors. To identify the eye
most of the algorithms use circular template [1]. But fact is they
are not in a standard circle shape, so it difficult to have proper
identification without iris legacy problems.
This paper proposes a method to identify the pupil and it
centroid by removing the noisy data from the captured image
of iris. The information extraction process starts by locating
the pupil of the eye, which can be done using any edge
detection technique. The edges defining it are connected to
form a closed contour by knowing that it has a circular shape
[16]
. For extracting the features of iris the centroid of iris is
chosen as reference point. For edge detection here uses canny
edge detection method
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Figure 1: System for Noise Removal and Feature Extraction
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the edge strength of the pixel in the positive and
negative gradient direction.

CANNY EDGE DETECTION
The canny edge detection method is to determine the iris and
pupil boundaries from the captured image [18]. The effective
edges of eye are thus obtained. Thus we can obtain the exact
pupil edge to detect the image [8], [9]. The algorithm runs in
5steps: They are Smoothing, Finding gradients, Nonmaximum suppression, Double thresholding, Edge tracking by
hysteresis [10].

A. Smoothing
Almost all images acquired by a camera are supposed to have
some amount of noise [18]. This noise must be reduced before
further processing. Gaussian filter is used in the early stage of
image smoothing. The removal of noise and blur from image
is the main aim of smoothing.

B. Finding gradients
Basically canny algorithm is used to find the edges by
changing the intensity of grey scale image .the areas are
detected by obtaining the gradient of image [18]. Sobel operator
is used to determine the gradient points from the smoothed
images. Initial step is approximation of gradient in x and y
direction by applying the kernels respectively. By applying
law of Pythagorean Theorem the gradient magnitudes are
determined as Euclidean distance
1.
2.

Manhattan distance measure can be used to reduce
the computation complexity.

3.

Suppress the value of the edge if strength of the
current pixel is small; preserve the value of the edge
strength if large [18].

D. Double thresholding
Edge pixels are marked in the order of strength pixel by pixel
after the non-maximum suppression step. Due to rough surface
there may be colour variation or noise in addition to true
edges. Using thresholding they can be distinguished, and the
preserved value will be of strongest edge. Edge pixels stronger
than high threshold are usually identified as strong and those
edge pixels that are weaker than lowest threshold are generally
concealed and the edge pixels falling between the two limits
are marked as weak [18].

E. Hysteresis based edge tracking
Some edges known as certain edges are included in final edge
image .the certain edges are long edges of image [18]. If weak
edges are connected to strong edges then they are also
included. In strong edges noise and other small variations are
never be included. The true edges in original image will result
in strong edges. The second type is distributed probably and
independent of edges on the entire image and in the adjacent
location of strong edges a small amount will be located. Weak
edges due to true edges are usually connected to strong edges.
[18]

Euclidean distance measures where applied to the test
image.

If Gx and Gy represent the x- and y-directions gradients
respectively then.

G 

G 2X  G 2Y

G  GX  GY

(1)

(2)

THRESHOLDING
Thresholding is used to create a binary image from grey scale
image so that each pixel is replaced by black if it is less than
the particular threshold or replace by white if it threshold
After the edge detection the eye image undergo thresholding
such that the central part of the eye is distinguishable

CONNECTED COMPONENT LABELLING

C. Non-maximum suppression
This is used to remove blurred edges in images having
gradient magnitude variation and sharp edges, all local
maxima in gradient stage is preserved and removes everything
else[18].
1.

Corresponding to the use of an 8-connected
neighbourhood the gradient direction θ is round to
nearest coordinate.

2.

Compare the edge strength of the current pixel with

After detection of boundary region the region which is not
separated by boundaries are extracted. Connected pixels are
those set of pixels which are not separated by boundaries.
Connected pixels have similar values of intensity for pixels but
they are connected in one way or the other [15]. Using this, in
the binary image of the eye it is possible to find such
connected component (closed counters). The matlab function
“bwconncomp” can be used to find the connected
components in a binary image which can have any
dimension. Once all components have been determined, the
number of such components can be determined. Then each
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pixel is labelled with a graylevel or according to the
component it was assigned to. Matlab function “bwlabel” can
be used for this. Here an operation known as hole filling is
also carried out. This hole filling helps in centroid detection
that is it makes centroid detection easier by reducing the false
detection rate of centroid detection. Usually holes in pupil are
filled by gradients of adjacent pixels

be taken as a reference point to extract features of an eye.
The experimental result shows the effective pupil centroid
detection for accurate authentication
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Figure 2: (a) Input image (b) Edge detected image
(c) Threshold image (d) Connected components
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CONCLUSIONS
In eye authentication process, detection of the pupil is most
crucial step to recognize the eye [18]. Traditional methods cause
the problem of pupil legacy and loss of texture. The paper
proposes a method to find the pupil and its centroid which can
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